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In this work, we show for the first time that the tangential diffusion
component is orientationally coherent at the human cortical
surface. Using diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI), we
have succeeded in tracking intracortical fiber pathways running tan-
gentially within the cortex. In contrast with histological methods,
which reveal little regarding 3-dimensional organization in the
human brain, dMRI delivers additional understanding of the layer
dependence of the fiber orientation. A postmortem brain block was
measured at very high angular and spatial resolution. The dMRI
data had adequate resolution to allow analysis of the fiber orien-
tation within 4 notional cortical laminae. We distinguished a lamina
at the cortical surface where diffusion was tangential along the
surface, a lamina below the surface where diffusion was mainly
radial, an internal lamina covering the Stria of Gennari, where both
strong radial and tangential diffusion could be observed, and a deep
lamina near the white matter, which also showed mainly radial dif-
fusion with a few tangential compartments. The measurement of
the organization of the tangential diffusion component revealed a
strong orientational coherence at the cortical surface.

Keywords: crossing-fiber tractography, diffusion tensor imaging, layer 1,
Stria of Gennari, visual cortex

Introduction

Structural connectivity in the human cadaver brain has been
studied with various histological methods. Injection with lipo-
philic tracers can trace axons and nerve terminals in postmor-
tem tissue (Godement et al. 1987) and shows local
connections within a few millimeters, but is limited by long
preparation times of months or even years (Mufson et al.
1990; Burkhalter 1993; Tardif and Clarke 2001). Histological
staining techniques may occasionally enable fibers to be fol-
lowed within a single slice (Cajal 1911; Braitenberg 1962).
When some axons have degenerated, connections can be fol-
lowed for even longer distances by identifying the regions of
Wallerian degeneration in each brain slice, but only speci-
mens with suitable lesions can be examined in this way
(Mesulam 1979; Miklossy et al. 1991).

Recent experiments with polarized light imaging (PLI)
show promise as a means to visualize fiber tracts within the
brain (Axer, Amunts, et al. 2011; Axer, Grassel, et al. 2011;
Dammers et al. 2012). However, this method depends on
correct coregistration of adjacent slices and is therefore very
sensitive to possible distortions of the fixed tissue.

These limitations make it difficult to acquire information
about the organization of connection pathways within the
human brain by purely histological means. Furthermore,
since there are considerable differences between human and

rodent, or even nonhuman primate, brain (Rakic 2009), it is
not sufficient to examine connectivity in animals alone.

Connectivity studies within the human brain at lower
spatial resolution, but for a wider range of subjects (in particu-
lar living subjects) and over larger distances, became possible
with the advent of diffusion magnetic resonance imaging
(dMRI; Le Bihan et al. 1988; Turner et al. 1990). These
methods quantify the mobility of water molecules within
tissue in any given direction and can thus provide some evi-
dence of connectivity within 3-dimensional (3D) volumes, en-
abling reasonably plausible depiction of fiber tracts
connecting different brain regions.

Recently, dMRI was used to model the cerebral fiber path-
ways in the deep white matter (WM) and showed a locally rec-
tilinear 3D grid corresponding to the 3 principal axes of
development (Wedeen et al. 2012). Current dMRI methods
normally investigate the paths of cortico-cortical pathways
within the WM (e.g. Brauer et al. 2011), pathways between
the cortex and subcortical areas (e.g. Behrens et al. 2003), or
other WM pathways (e.g. Roebroeck et al. 2008).

Intracortical connectivity has yet to be explored using dMRI
because of the limited spatial resolution available at normal
MRI magnetic field strengths. It is well known that tangential
fibers exist in all cortical areas (Anderson and Martin 2009),
typically with greatest density in the 2 bands of Baillarger
(1840) in cortical layers IV and V, and in Exner’s stripe
located in the molecular layer I (Vogt and Vogt 1919).
However, it is not easy to assess tissue structure and thus
fiber orientation within the cortex because the underlying dif-
fusion is more isotropic than in the WM. Also, gray matter
(GM) voxels usually contain many crossing fibers, so that
high spatial resolution is of the utmost importance (Hoehn-
Berlage et al. 1999; McKinstry et al. 2002; Ronen et al. 2003;
Tuch et al. 2003; Jaermann et al. 2008; Yassa et al. 2010).
Where fiber orientations have already been demonstrated by
dMRI within the cortex (Jaermann et al. 2008; McNab et al.
2009; Heidemann et al. 2010, 2012; Jespersen et al. 2012),
they have been mostly interpretable as evidence of radial ex-
tensions of myelinated axons emerging from the WM (Vogt
and Vogt 1919) and of apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons
emerging from the deeper cortical layers toward the cortical
surface (Demyanenko et al. 2004).

In contrast to radial fibers, tangential fibers are rarely orga-
nized over long distances within the cutting plane of histo-
logical sections, so pathways of this type are still poorly
understood. Observing tangential pathways within 3D
volumes is therefore still the biggest challenge concerning the
examination of the organizational structure in the cortex,
especially since horizontal connections may constitute a large
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fraction of the inputs to cortical networks (Stepanyants et al.
2009; Boucsein et al. 2011).

Other studies have also revealed other diffusion directions
within the cortex (Wedeen et al. 2004; Anwander et al. 2010;
Jespersen et al. 2010; Dyrby et al. 2011; Kleinnijenhuis et al.
2011; Leuze et al. 2011; McNab et al. 2011). In these studies,
however, there was no attempt to track fibers within the
cortex.

Visualizing possible intracortical pathways with dMRI
would complement current histological methods for studying
structural connectivity, because it can uniquely allow visual-
ization of extended connectivity in 3 dimensions. Further-
more, it might show intracortical pathways that dMRI studies
have so far neglected and reveal the orientational coherence
of tangential fiber pathways within the cortex layer by layer.

To explore these novel applications, we have implemented
a dMRI protocol with very high spatial and angular resolution,
for the study of human cadaver brain blocks including
primary visual cortex (V1). This enabled cortical lamina-
dependent discrimination of orientational structure, which
was compared with anatomical cortical information derived
from MRI and histology. The cortical area V1 was selected
because this region has prominent tangential fiber pathways
in a central lamina, which was defined from cytoarchitec-
tonics as the internal granular layer or layer IV (Brodmann
1909), forming the outer band of Baillarger or Stria of
Gennari (Gennari 1782; Fatterpekar et al. 2002; Trampel et al.
2011), and the superficial molecular layer or layer I, forming
Exner’s stripe (Vogt and Vogt 1919). These features have
already received extensive histological study (Rockland and
Virga 1989).

The cortical laminae with the strongest tangential diffusion
component are then examined for their orientational
coherence.

Because our spatial resolution was insufficient to define
the 6 layers based on the cytoarchitecture, we segmented the
cortex based on the MR contrast into 4 laminae (We use the
expression layer for the cytoarchitectonic subdivision and
lamina for the MR based subdivision.). Within each lamina,
we investigated the differences of diffusion properties, in par-
ticular the derived fiber orientations, and performed intracor-
tical tractography to analyze the connectivity structure.

Materials and Methods

Samples and MR Scanning
We analyzed the visual cortex in 3 human cadaver brains (2
female, 1 male, age = 61–70 years). Informed consent was
provided for all the donated brains. No neurological pathol-
ogies were recorded for any of the brains.

Tissue Fixation and Storage
Within a postmortem time of 24–36 h, 2 of the brain samples
were fixed in 10% formalin, and 1 in 4% formalin, for several
months. A 1.5 × 1.5 × 1 cm3 block was excised from the
primary visual cortex (V1) of each brain. The fixed samples
were immersed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for at least
2 weeks before scanning. The samples were stored at room
temperature. One percentage of NaN3 was inserted to the PBS
to prevent the samples from decaying.

Preparation for MR Scanning
The tissue was inserted into a glass-tube sample holder that
was fixed inside the coil with plastic wrap.

Together with the V1 sample, a small block containing a
part of the corpus callosum (CC) was inserted beside the
visual cortex block, providing a region of known, single, and
coherent fiber direction that could be used as a reference for
the crossing-fiber model (Fig. 1).

MR Scanning
The samples were scanned on a 9.4-T Avance 400 scanner
using a Micro 2.5 imaging probe insert with a maximum gra-
dient strength of 1.5 T/m and a 25-mm inner-diameter birdc-
age coil. The temperature of the imaging probe was
maintained at 25 °C with a Gradient Water Cooling Unit
BCU20 (all hardware: Bruker Biospin, Germany).

For the high-angular resolution diffusion-weighted scan-
ning protocol, we used a pulsed gradient spin-echo sequence
(Stejskal and Tanner 1965); echo time [TE] = 26 ms, repetition
time [TR] = 1660–1800 ms, b = 1466–1821 s/mm2, diffusion
time [Δ] = 14.56–14.76 ms, diffusion pulse duration [δ] = 1.6–1.8

Figure 1. (Top) The right occipital lobe with a black box marking the excised brain
block. (Bottom) The b=0 s/mm2 image showing a slice of the sample holder
containing a piece of the primary visual cortex (V1) and a piece of the CC. The highly
myelinated Stria of Gennari (SoG) is clearly visible inside V1. The black box shows a
flat region of the cortex that was used for quantitative analysis.
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ms, gradient strength [G] = 0.75 T/m, 60 directions + 3–7 b = 0 s/
mm2 images, 16 averages, spatial resolution 242 μm isotropic,
field of view [FOV] = 31 mm2, 7 adjacent slices (thickness 242
μm—no gap). The ranges of parameters given in the sequence
protocol represent different values used for different samples
(Table 1).

Data Analysis
As an anatomical reference with a good contrast between WM
and GM in postmortem brain samples (D’Arceuil et al. 2008;
Miller et al. 2011), we computed the mean diffusivity (MD)
image from the dMR images. In addition to the nondiffusion-
weighted b0 (b = 0 s/mm2) images, these maps were used as
background images in the following analysis.

Based on the contrast in the MD image, we defined 4 sep-
arate depth-dependent laminae within the cortex (visible in
the results section in Fig. 4i,ii). We manually segmented a
“superficial lamina” (a) near the cortical surface, an “external
lamina” (b) an “internal lamina” (c) in the region of the Stria
of Gennari and a “deep lamina” (d) near the GM–WM
boundary.

The boundaries of the internal lamina were drawn on the
basis of the MD image that shows the following MD values:
WM ∼0.3 × 10−3 mm²/s, deep lamina ∼0.8 × 10−3 mm²/s,
internal lamina ∼0.6 × 10−3 mm²/s, superficial lamina
∼1 × 10−3 mm²/s. Due to the higher myelin density within the
Stria of Gennari, this internal lamina appeared much darker
on the images compared with the surrounding cortex. The
superficial lamina was defined by its proximity to the cortical
surface (∼10% of cortical thickness).

In the current study, we named the respective cortical
laminae in relation to their visibility in the MR images, and
not by the established nomenclature of Brodmann for the cor-
tical layers based on histological findings (Brodmann 1909). If
we compare these layers with the segmentation employed in
this study, we find a rough correspondence of the cytoarchi-
tectonic layer I to the superficial lamina containing Exner’s
stripe; layers II and III to the external lamina; layer IV, which
also contains the Stria of Gennari, to the internal lamina; and
layers V and VI to the deep lamina. This ad hoc procedure
was adopted because the spatial resolution of the data did not
enable a precise distinction of the 6 cortical layers.

To assess the complex fiber structure within each voxel of
the cortex, we computed the fiber orientation distribution
function (fODF; Tournier et al. 2007) from the dMRI data.
This method allows the estimation of multiple fiber directions
within a given voxel and can achieve a good agreement with
histological data even in regions with multidirectional
crossing-fiber architectures (Leergaard et al. 2010). The fODF
is computed with reference to the signal acquired in a region

containing only a single-fiber population per voxel which was
chosen in the CC sample. Calculation and visualization of the
fODF was done using the spherical deconvolution method
implemented in the MRTrix package (http://www.brain.org.
au/software/mrtrix; Tournier et al. 2012). The maximum har-
monic for spherical deconvolution was 8. Fiber tracking was
performed using the streamline tracking algorithm of the
MRTrix package with standard parameters. These streamline
fiber tracts, from now on only called “fiber tracts,” were calcu-
lated for 5 regions of interest (ROIs), 1 covering the whole
GM (minimum fiber length 10 voxels) and 4 separate ones
covering the separate depth-dependent laminae (minimum
fiber length 3 voxel). This should enable better visualization
of the differences between fiber pathways among the different
laminae defined inside the cortex. The randomly distributed
seed points and the mask were both covering all the voxels of
these ROIs. Besides the mask, there were no other stopping
criteria for the fiber tracts. A total of 1000 fiber tracts were
computed for the given region. For the minimum curvature
radius, the default value of 0 (no restriction) was used for the
streamline fiber tracking algorithm.

Additionally, streamline fiber tracking was performed for
sample 2 with the internal lamina as the seed region, the
entire cortex as the tracking mask, minimum fiber length 3,
number of fiber tracts 1000, and the resulting image was over-
laid on a histological polarized light image.

Visualization of the fiber tracts was done with the software
fibernavigator (http://fibernavigator.googlecode.com).

To investigate the orientational organization within the
superficial lamina and the internal lamina, where according to
histology most of the tangential connections can be found, we
calculated the ordering of the tangential fiber directions in
both laminae. The order parameter (OP) computes the degree
of alignment of fiber orientations within a given region and is
computed from the angular difference of the fiber orientations
with respect to the mean direction within a selected region.
As used in liquid crystal research (Tsvetkov 1942), this par-
ameter was calculated as

OP ¼ 3 cos2 u� 1
2

where θ is the angle between the fODF peak direction and
the mean direction. The OP is equal to 1 if all peak directions
are perfectly aligned and 0 if they are randomly distributed.
Thus, the OP is a regional measure that describes the relation
of directions across voxels and is not a voxel-based measure
characterizing individual voxels.

Based on the MD image, we drew ROIs manually contain-
ing 176 ± 25 voxels (mean ± standard deviation) within the
superficial lamina and the internal lamina of each subject.
Relatively flat regions within the cortex were chosen in order
to facilitate unambiguous determination of the fiber direction.
The directions of the largest peaks of the fODFs were com-
puted for each voxel by discretizing the spherical harmonic
functions on a fine grid of 10 242 nodes. The local maxima on
this discrete grid were selected as peak directions of the fODF
(Riffert et al. 2012).

In the internal lamina, we selected the directions of the 2
largest fODF peaks. The mean direction and the OP were
then calculated for the direction that is more tangential
(defined by the angle between the fODF peak and surface

Table 1
Measurement parameters for the different brain samples

Subject PMTa Fixativeb (%) TR (ms) b (s/mm2) Δ (ms) δ (ms) b0
c

Sample 1 M, 62 year 36 h 4 1660 1466 14.76 1.6 3
Sample 2 F, 61 year 24 h 10 1800 1821 14.56 1.8 5
Sample 3 F, 70 year 28 h 10 1800 1821 14.56 1.8 7

aPostmortem time.
bPercentage of formalin.
cNumber of measurements with b= 0 s/mm2.
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normal). In the superficial lamina, where both the primary
and secondary fODF peaks were mainly tangential, the
primary peak was chosen for the calculation of the mean di-
rection and OP. If the secondary peak had a smaller angle
with the mean direction, the secondary peak was chosen for
the calculation of the OP instead.

For computation of smooth surface normals, the segmented
data were interpolated by a factor of 2 and signed distance
functions (ϕ) were computed for both WM–GM boundary
(ФWM) and pial surface (ФPBS) using the MIPAV software
(McAuliffe et al. 2001). A voxel-wise approximation of the
surface normal was obtained by computing the gradient direc-
tion for each voxel within a scalar field derived by a combi-
nation of these distance functions (ФWM–ФPBS).

The mean direction and OP were also calculated for a
control region with a size of 175 voxels outside the sample,
but inside the PBS.

First, the mean direction and the OP inside the control
region were calculated for the unordered case where only the
primary fODF peak was considered for OP calculation. This
was done in order to ensure random fODF peak distribution
inside the PBS.

Secondly, the mean direction and the OP inside the control
region were calculated for the ordered case. Similar to the
superficial lamina, the mean direction was first calculated for
the primary fODF peak. If the secondary fODF peak had a
smaller angle with the mean direction, the secondary fODF
peak was chosen for the calculation of the OP instead.

Finally, the distribution of angles between the fODF peaks
and the mean orientation were examined in both laminae and
compared with the ordered control region. The difference
between the distributions was tested for significance with a
Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

Histology
After MR scanning, we performed histology on 2 of the brain
samples in order to compare the fiber orientation from the
diffusion experiment with respect to the in-plane histological
information. Sectioning was performed on a HM 650 V vibra-
tome (Thermo Scientific, Walldorf, Germany).

Histological Stains
Two 50-μm thick histological sections of the examined brains
were stained for myelin basic protein [rat monoclonal anti-
body, avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex method, chromogen:
diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride hydrate and ammonium
nickel(II) sulfate (C)] and examined under an Axio Imager M1
light microscope (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with a ×5 objective.

Furthermore, 2 sections of the primary visual cortex of a
different brain were stained for myelin (Gallyas 1979) and cell
bodies (Merker 1983) and examined under the same micro-
scope for general comparison of the underlying tissue
structure.

Polarized Light Imaging
A 150-μm thick section of the primary visual cortex of the
brain that contained sample 1 was fixed with AquatexTM

(Merck Chemicals, Darmstadt, Germany). Additionally, a tan-
gential section along the cortical surface (cutting plane indi-
cated in the results section by arrow in Fig. 5iv, cutting
thickness = 200 μm) was prepared with the same method. The
effects of birefringence were studied under a Leica DM IRB

inverted microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany)
with a ×2.5 (Fig. 5v) and × 4 (Fig. 5iv) objective and equipped
with a CRI PolScope (Cambridge Research, Worcester, MA,
United States of America) for PLI (Axer et al. 2001).

Additionally, a 50-μm thick section of sample 2 was fixed
in AquatexTM and studied with a ×2.5 objective using the
same CRI PolScope. The high-spatial resolution and small
FOV made it desirable to acquire several images of neighbor-
ing areas of the cortex, which were concatenated manually
with image editing software. The CRI PolScope always needs
a reference region with no birefringence within the FOV.
Therefore, the cortex was cut in half in order to be able to
measure also the deeper cortical layers.

Results

Diffusion MRI
Figure 2 shows maps of the fODF of all brain samples. The
most prominent features are the radial fODF peaks starting at
the WM boundary and extending up to the external lamina. In
the superficial lamina, the peaks of the fODF are oriented tan-
gentially along the cortical surface. Tangential components of
the fODFs can be observed elsewhere in the cortex, mainly in
the internal lamina and in parts of the deep lamina near the
WM boundary.

Figure 3 shows the primary fiber direction of the superficial
lamina in a top view on the cortical surface. The mean OP for
the primary (tangential) fODF peak within the superficial
lamina was 0.68 ± 0.19 across all the samples studied, reflect-
ing a highly ordered structure with parallel fODF peaks. The
mean OP of the tangential component within the internal
lamina was 0.27 ± 0.13. This was comparable with the OP in
the ordered control region with a mean of 0.26 ± 0.04.

In the unordered control region, the mean OP was
0.096 ± 0.065 representing the random distribution.

A Wilcoxon rank-sum test for significance between the dis-
tribution of angles from the fODF peaks and the correspond-
ing local director showed a significant difference between the
superficial lamina and the ordered control region for all 3
samples (P < 10−5).

The same Wilcoxon rank-sum test performed for the
internal lamina and the ordered control region showed no sig-
nificance for sample 1 (P > 0.05) and weak significance for
samples 2 and 3 (0.04 < P < 0.05).

Figure 4 shows the different steps of the fiber tracking per-
formed using the fODF data. In the superficial lamina, most
fiber tracts are running horizontally along the surface and
they are mainly parallel. If the fiber tracking is restricted to
the external lamina, the main fiber direction is radial, and
almost no tangentially running fiber tracts can be observed.
This changes when fiber tracking is performed within the
internal lamina. There are also radial fiber tracts, but a striking
feature is the high number of tangentially running fiber tracts
within that region. In contrast to the superficial lamina, the
tangential fiber tracts do not show a strongly ordered struc-
ture. In the deep lamina, the fiber tracts are again mainly
radial, with a few fiber tracts also running tangentially,
especially near the WM boundary.

If the fiber tracking is performed over all regions, the most
striking features are the radial fiber tracts extending from the
WM into the cortex. However, tangentially running fibers can
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also be observed in the internal lamina and in the deep
lamina near the WM boundary. Additionally, the internal
lamina is the region where the fiber tracts are least smooth
and where lots of kinks and bends of the fiber tracts can be
observed. In the superficial lamina, fiber tracts are again
running tangential to the cortical surface orthogonal to the
image plane in Figure 4ix. An interactive 3D version of the
model of intracortical fibers can be seen in online version of
Figure 4. The 3D model was integrated in the portable docu-
ment format (PDF) of this paper using SimLab Composer
(SimLab Soft., Amman, Jordan).

Histology
Figure 5i–iii shows a myelin-stained section within V1 of one
of the brain samples. Myelinated fibers can be seen extending
from the WM into the cortex. Only tangential fibers can be
observed in the superficial lamina (a). A few tangential fibers
can be observed throughout all laminae with a higher
number of tangential fibers in and adjacent to the strongly
myelinated Stria of Gennari in the internal lamina (c) and
near the WM boundary.

Figure 5iv shows a PLI image within V1. The colors corre-
spond to the principal directions of the myelinated fibers in
each pixel with an angular color coding depicted in the inset.
The highest birefringence can be observed in the superficial
lamina, showing a very strong tangential anisotropy. The adja-
cent external lamina is dominated by radial fiber bundles. In
the internal lamina, the radial orientation observed in the ex-
ternal lamina is reduced, and the anisotropy appears to be
more tangential than the external lamina, as expected from
the many crossing fibers observed in the myelin-stained
section. The deep lamina again shows mainly a radial fiber
direction due to fibers that are extending from the WM ra-
dially into the cortex. In the adjacent WM, the fibers run
mainly parallel to the GM–WM boundary.

To check the orientational coherence in the superficial
lamina observed in the dMRI experiment, a tangential cut
along the cortical surface was also checked for its birefringent
properties (Fig. 5). Regions with a strong coherence in the
fiber direction were observed throughout the section.
Figure 5vi,vii shows the general histology within the visual
cortex.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of PLI, myelin, and dMRI
data of the same slice of sample 2. In the internal lamina, the
radiality is again reduced (arrows). This can be explained by
the strong tangential fiber component inside that lamina
(Fig. 6i). Merging of PLI and myelin-stained image shows that
the region with reduced radiality coincides with the Stria of
Gennari (blue dots indicated by arrows in Fig. 6ii). Merging
the results of dMRI and PLI data shows a good agreement

Figure 2. A slice (left) and the corresponding orthogonal slice along the dotted red
line (right) showing the fODFs of 3 different brain samples within the primary visual
cortex (a–superficial lamina, b—external lamina, c—internal lamina, d—deep
lamina). The main direction in the superficial lamina is pointing orthogonal to the slice
direction and tangential to the cortical surface. The internal lamina shows strong
secondary fODF peaks within many parts of the slice, suggesting more and stronger
fiber crossings than in the surrounding regions. Strong secondary peaks can also be
observed in the deep lamina near the WM boundary. The colors correspond to the
3D spatial orientation as indicated by the color-coded spheres.

Figure 3. The primary fiber direction for 3 brain samples at the cortical surface of
the visual cortex and the corresponding mean direction in a top view on the selected
region within the brain sample. The arrow in the small image shows the viewing
direction on the cortical surface. Orientational coherence could be observed within
the superficial laminae of all samples. The strength of the coherence differed
between samples. Order Parameters: (i) 0.78, (ii) 0.8, (iii) 0.46.
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Figure 4. Streamline fiber tracking based on the fODFs was performed for several ROIs covering distinct laminae within the cortex and for the whole cortex in sample
1. (i–ii) The 4 laminae were distinguished based on the MD image (a—superficial lamina, b—external lamina, c—internal lamina, d—deep lamina). The color bar in (i)
represents the MD value and has the units ×10−3 mm2/s. (iii and iv) Fiber tracking restricted to the superficial lamina. The fiber tracts are running tangential within the
cortical surface. The viewing angle onto the cortical surface in (iii) is equal as in Figure 3. (iv) Shown are 2 slices out of a stack of 7 slices in order to facilitate visualization of
the tangential fiber tracts along the cortical surface. The arrow in (iv) points in the same direction as the arrow in (iii). (v) Fiber tracking restricted to the external lamina. Mainly
radial fiber tracts can be observed. (vi) Fiber tracking restricted to the internal lamina. In this region, besides the radial fiber tracts many tangential fiber tracts (arrow) running
parallel to the cortical surface can be observed. (vii) Fiber tracking restricted to the deep lamina. Most of the fiber tracts are radial with a few tangential fiber tracts near the
WM boundary. Part of the WM was included in the ROI of the deep lamina for better observation of the fiber tracts at the WM boundary. (viii) Fiber tracking restricted to the
adjacent WM. Fiber tracts are running tangential to the WM boundary. Same as in (iv) 2 slices out of a stack of 7 slices are shown in order to facilitate the visualization of the
tangentiality of the fiber tracts. (ix) Fiber tracking performed in the entire cortex. Within the internal lamina, a few tangentially running fiber tracts (arrow) can be observed. Less
tangential fiber tracts in the internal lamina can be observed compared with (vi) since the same number of fiber tracts are computed within a much larger volume and the
minimum fiber length for tracking was different. At the cortical surface fiber tracts are running orthogonal to the image plane and tangential to the cortical surface. The 3D
model was integrated in the PDF of the online version using SimLab Composer (SimLab Soft., Amman, Jordan) and requires the use of a compatible PDF reader (e.g. Adobe
Reader 9). Click in the figure to activate the 3D view. In the 3D view, the different laminae are color coded: blue—superficial lamina, green—external lamina, yellow—internal
lamina, orange—deep lamina, red—whole cortex, purple—WM.
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Figure 6. (i) A PLI section of sample 2. The blue stripe indicated by the arrows shows the reduced radiality in the Stria of Gennari. The 2D color circle indicates the measured
in-plane tissue directions. The color intensity relates to the level of birefringence. (ii) The myelin stain merged with the PL image confirms that the stripe with reduced radiality
coincides with the Stria of Gennari (arrows). (iii) The PLI section with an overlay of the fODF of the same area. The arrows indicates fODF peaks with a strong tangential
component near the Stria of Gennari. The color coding of the fODF peaks corresponds to the color-coded sphere in Figure 2. (iv) The same PLI section with an overlay of the
fiber tracts seeded in the internal lamina. Radial fiber tracts can be observed throughout the whole cortex. Many tangential fiber tracts follow mainly the internal lamina (arrows)
where the birefringence in the PL image is decreased.

Figure 5. (i–iii) A myelin-stained section in the primary visual cortex of the brain of sample 1 (a—superficial lamina, b—external lamina, c—internal lamina, d—deep lamina).
(i–iii) show magnified subregions indicated by the red boxes in the small subfigure at the bottom. Myelinated fibers are extending radially from the WM into the cortex up to the
external lamina. Within the cortex, they are crossed by tangentially running fibers with most of the tangentially running myelinated fibers within the Stria of Gennari in the
internal lamina (arrow). Within the superficial lamina, myelinated fibers are running horizontally (arrow) along the cortical surface in Exner’s stripe. (iv) A polarized light
microscopy image of a section within V1 from sample 1. Radial fibers are predominant throughout the deep lamina up to the external lamina. Within the internal lamina, the
radial anisotropy of the tissue is decreased (c) due to a large number of tangential crossings. The strong coherence of parallel fibers in the superficial lamina, corresponding to
Exner’s stripe, can also clearly be observed. The 2D color circle indicates the measured in-plane tissue directions. The color intensity relates to the level of birefringence. (v) A
tangential cut along layer 1 (schematic cutting plane indicated by arrow in (iv)) of the brain of sample 2. Large regions of strong fiber coherence can be observed within layer
1. (vi) A Gallyas-stained section showing myelinated axons (left) and the adjacent Merker-stained section marking the cell bodies (right). The cell stain image also shows this
radial pattern resulting from the underlying substrate of nerve fibers that are running perpendicular to the cortical surface. The radial pattern is also very strong in the layers II and
III (arrow) where not many myelinated axons can be observed. (vii) YFP expression image of the visual cortex (V2) of a mouse. It can be seen how the dendrites extend radially
toward layer I where they spread out tangentially along the cortical surface. Reprinted from Demyanenko et al. (2004) with permission from Elsevier.
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between the different methodologies for both fODF and fiber
tracking data (Fig. 6iii,iv).

Discussion

We have shown that diffusion properties vary over cortical
laminae and that these variations can be measured with MRI.
Furthermore, it was possible to show that the organization of
the tissue in the superficial lamina is substantially parallel to
the cortical surface, and that within this lamina, the orien-
tations indicated by the primary directions of the fODF are
also aligned parallel with each other.

Lamina-wise dMRI also allowed fiber tracking within the
cortical laminae. For the first time using dMRI, this allowed
fiber pathways running tangentially within the cortex of a
human cadaver brain sample to be visualized.

Diffusion anisotropy inside the cortex was first shown in
developing animal (Thornton et al. 1997; Baratti et al. 1999;
Mori et al. 2001) and human (Maas et al. 2004) brains. In pre-
natal developmental stage, orientation dependence of water
diffusion is still very strong, while it was shown to decrease
with maturation (McKinstry et al. 2002; D’Arceuil et al. 2005;
Jespersen et al. 2012).

In diffusion tensor studies on adult humans, a strong radial
diffusion component inside the cerebral cortex was observed
(McNab et al. 2009; Heidemann et al. 2010; Miller et al. 2011)
that also allowed fiber tracking into the cortex in animals
(D’Arceuil et al. 2008) and humans (Jaermann et al. 2008). By
using crossing-fiber approaches, a more complex cortical
organization was found. Wedeen et al. (2004) showed that the
horizontal component of the probability density function
varies within the cortex of an excised mouse brain. Jespersen
et al. (2010) showed a variation of a diffusion model par-
ameter that estimates dendrite density (Jespersen et al. 2007)
throughout the cortex of fixed mouse brain. In the work of
Dyrby et al. (2011), 2 continuous parallel horizontal rims with
varying diffusion properties inside the cerebral cortex of a
fixed pig brain were observed. Heidemann et al. (2012)
showed complex fiber configurations in the cortex using ultra
high-field human MRI measurements. Both Leuze et al.
(2011) and Kleinnijenhuis et al. (2011) showed variations in
the diffusion properties throughout the cortical depth of the
fixed human brain.

Diffusion anisotropy inside the cortex is driven by the
organization of intracortical nerve fibers. The histological
myelin-stained data shows the myelinated axonal component
that contributes to diffusion anisotropy. As shown by Jesper-
sen et al. (2007), cortical dendrites can also contribute to dif-
fusion anisotropy, which are not visible in the myelin stains.
However, sections stained for cell bodies show a radial
pattern for the unstained parts also in the less myelinated
upper layers (Fig. 5vi, arrow) providing therefore a “negative”
image of the underlying tissue microstructure without restric-
tion to myelinated axons.

PLI in nerve tissue is influenced by the birefringent effect
of the orderly aligned lipid bilayers forming the membrane of
nerve cells (Wolman 1975). This effect is strongly enhanced
for areas with a high myelin content due to the higher
number of parallel aligned lipid bilayers in myelinated nerve
fibers. But, a high number of unmyelinated dendrites should
also provide birefringence if they are anisotropically aligned.

In yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) expression images, a
high number of apical dendrites extending radially from layer
V to layer I in the visual cortex (V2) of a mouse can be seen
in Figure 5vii. At the cortical surface in layer I, these dendrites
fan out and run tangentially along the cortical surface. The
same behavior can also be observed for dendrites in various
other cortical areas (Demyanenko et al. 2004).

The histological data therefore suggests that a large part of
the diffusion signal inside the cortex is also driven by den-
drites. In particular, the radial anisotropy in the outer lamina
and the tangential anisotropy in the superficial lamina cannot
be explained solely by myelinated axons.

The high spatial resolution allowed for discrimination of 4
cortical laminae. An even higher spatial resolution might
allow probing of more detailed variations between the other
layers. However, since a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is es-
sential to probe the differences in tangentiality between the
different laminae, this would need an increase in scanning
time or application of an accelerated sequence in order to
achieve the same SNR.

Previous histological studies have been unable to observe
the high ordering in the superficial lamina, mainly due to the
difficulty in assessing orientational coherence in 3D using
only 2D histological sections, and the limitations of tracer
studies in human subjects. However, Figure 5i shows only
tangentially running fibers inside the superficial lamina, and
Figure 5iv,v shows very high anisotropy in that region. The
histological data thus support our dMRI results in the super-
ficial lamina.

Within the internal lamina, the OP was strongly reduced
and comparable with the ordered control region. The small
difference between samples 2 and 3 and the ordered control
region might occur from a difference in the angle distribution
of the different populations and is not necessarily a sign of
coherence in that region. The OP was measured for a flat
piece of the cortex. If the OP has to be measured for a larger
piece of the cortex that contains cortical folding, flattening of
the direction vectors onto the same plane would have to be
performed in order to avoid the effects of folding on the OP.
Furthermore in regions where the surface voxels of 2 cortical
areas touch due to cortical folding, the fODF peaks inside the
superficial lamina may be subject to partial voluming with ad-
jacent tissue.

To ensure that the coherence observed at the cortical
surface was not due to partial voluming with the measure-
ment fluid, one sample was measured in fomblin, which has
no MRI signal. The high OP (fomblin experiment: OP = 0.7)
for the superficial lamina was successfully reproduced, indi-
cating that the results in the superficial lamina are indeed not
due to partial volume effects.

The temperature stability of the experiment was ensured by
storing the sample for at least 2 weeks at room temperature
prior to scanning and by cooling the imaging sample with a
water cooling device. A comparison of the MD in PBS and the
sample at the beginning and the end of the experiment also
showed no significant change in MD and therefore indicates
that the temperature remained stable during the experiment.
Mechanical stability was ensured by fixing the sample holder
with plastic wrap inside the coil, which had also a damping
effect on the sample holder. Furthermore, comparison of
images at the beginning and the end of the experiment did
not show any motion instabilities.
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As described in the Materials and Methods section, a piece
of the CC was used to compute the spherical deconvolution
kernel from measured data with a well-pronounced single-
fiber direction. The tissue microstructure such as the axon
diameter and the myelination inside the CC may differ from
the fiber microstructure inside the cortex. In particular, the
lower myelination in the cortex might lead to a lower aniso-
tropy of an optimized deconvolution kernel for the cortex.
Our approach of deconvolving with a more anisotropic and
sharper kernel computed from the CC results in a less aggres-
sive deconvolution and a conservative approximation of the
fODF. This minimizes the risk of false-positive directions.

Alternatively, the issue of finding an appropriate deconvolu-
tion kernel could be avoided by the application of an approach
that makes no assumptions about the underlying microstruc-
ture such as diffusion spectrum imaging (Wedeen et al. 2008).

The long immersion in PBS before the measurement in-
creased the MD of the samples considerably. A similar effect
has already been observed for different biological tissue in
Han et al. (2000). This allows dMRI also at lower b-values as
used in this study.

In Le Bihan et al. (1993) and Clark et al. (2001), no change
in the apparent diffusion coefficient was found for diffusion
times down to 16 ms, and respectively 8 ms. Therefore, the
diffusion times used during the current study are appropriate
for probing tissue microstructure. More importantly, a short
diffusion time came along with the advantage of a short TE
and, therefore, a high SNR. However, if a longer diffusion
time at the same SNR could be achieved this might be advan-
tageous for the current study.

Even though immersion in PBS increased the MD consider-
ably, the PLI and myelin-stained sections (Figs 5i–v and 6)
show no noticeable changes from the known tissue structure
inside the cortex (Fig. 5vi). It can therefore be assumed that
the orientational diffusion properties of the PBS samples re-
mained unchanged.

Due to the inherent dMRI fiber tracking problems with
finding the correct endings of fibers and false-positive con-
nections (Seehaus et al. 2012), a more detailed comparison
with histological and literature findings was performed for all
cortical laminae examined in this study.

Superficial Lamina
A finding very consistent with histology, particularly PLI data,
is the strong tangential orientation of fiber tracts in the super-
ficial lamina. The functional role of these tangential fibers
remains a topic of debate.

In addition to dendritic connections in layer I as observed
by Demyanenko et al. (2004) (Fig. 5vii) tangential fibers in
the molecular layer I of monkeys were described (Kuypers
et al. 1965; Rockland and Virga 1989; Anderson and Martin
2009) as representing projecting fibers from V2 into V1, the
so-called “feedback projections.” The limited histological evi-
dence suggests that most axons travel about 1–2 mm horizon-
tally within layer I with a few fibers also extending for
distances of over 4 mm (Rockland 1994). Near the V1/V2
border, they were even shown to run entirely through GM
along the cortical surface in layer I (corresponding to the
superficial lamina in the present study). Furthermore, these
tangential pathways might correspond to intrastriate connec-
tions running tangentially within the cortex. Intrinsic

horizontal connections can be found for various cortical
layers within V1 (Amir et al. 1993; Gilbert et al. 1996). Con-
fined to layer I horizontal fibers were found in macaque
monkeys to spread for “many millimeters,” with some even
traversing the V1/V2 border (Coogan and Van Essen 1996).
Also, in horseradish peroxidase (HRP) images of squirrel
monkeys and macaques (Rockland and Lund 1983), a spread
of the HRP along layer I was observed.

The described relatively short lengths are consistent with
the interpretation that the fiber tracts observed in Figs 4 and 6
do not describe the pathways of single fibers, but rather the
overall direction of fiber pathways in that area.

The fiber tracking data over the whole cortex also showed
fiber tracts running parallel to the cortical surface in the
superficial lamina that extends from deeper laminae in the
cortex. These “L-shaped” fibers running radially through the
cortex and making an orthogonal turn close to the surface
have also been described for macaque monkeys (Rockland
1994).

External Lamina
The strong radiality in the external lamina may arise from
apical dendrites that are running radially from the deeper
layer V through the cortex until their terminations in layer I
(Peters 1994) and also from feedback connections from V2 to
V1 (Rockland 1992). Their axons are traveling below layer VI
inside the WM until they make a sharp 90° angle into the GM,
where they remain perpendicular till the cortical surface
(Rockland 1994). As in all other regions of the cortex, the ex-
ternal lamina also contains a number of fibers running hori-
zontally within the region. Still, according to the results from
the dMRI data, these horizontal fiber pathways are much
weaker compared with the radial fibers within that region and
are hardly visible in the dMRI data.

Internal Lamina
In the internal lamina, the higher number of crossings ob-
served in the fODFs and the higher number of tangential
fiber tracts observed in the fiber tracking data resemble the
histological data very well. Connections within layer IV,
which contains the Stria of Gennari (part of the internal
lamina), “spread densely and for long distances within layer
IV itself” (Lund et al. 1994). There they cross fibers that travel
radially through the cortex into layers III to I. The termin-
ations of the projections from the lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN; Hubel and Wiesel 1972) also lie within the internal
lamina and various other afferent connections with their pro-
jections are spreading out within that lamina (Lund and
Yoshioka 1991).

However, these increased fiber crossings within the
internal lamina cannot be observed equally well in all parts of
the brain samples studied. As can be seen in Figure 2, the
fiber crossing structure in the internal lamina of sample 3 is
not as apparent as for the 2 other samples. This might be due
to the histology since the myelination in the internal lamina is
not entirely homogenous over the whole V1 (Sanides and
Vitzthum 1965). The examined piece might therefore be ex-
tracted from a part of V1 with little myelin. Another more
likely reason is that the increased age of the third subject re-
sulted in general aging and a decrease in myelination of that
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sample. This might also be the cause for the decrease in co-
herence in the superficial lamina.

Deep Lamina
The dMRI results in the deep lamina are again very similar
to the histological results. In both histological and dMRI data,
the predominant direction is radial. From layer V, there are
radial projections throughout the whole cortex up to layer I
(Lund et al. 1979), while layer VI sends and receives projec-
tions to and from the LGN (Lund et al. 1975) and also to layer
IV (Lund and Boothe 1975).

Looking at Figures 2i and 4vii in the deep lamina near the
WM boundary, bigger tangential fODF peaks and correspond-
ingly more tangential fiber tracts can be seen than in the more
superficial part of the deep lamina. In analogy with layer VI,
this might be defined by cytoarchitecture. In histology, tan-
gential fibers that spread horizontally within layer VI can also
be observed (Blasdel et al. 1985), and there may be an influ-
ence from WM fibers near the “fuzzy” GM–WM border.

Additionally there is a vast number of intracortical connec-
tions that have not been described in the discussion. An over-
view can be found in the work from Lund et al. (1994).

Methodological Limitations
To avoid confusing the fiber tracts in Figures 4 and 6
with single nerve fibers (Jones et al. 2012), an explanation of
the constraints of the tractography method used should be
given.

The only stopping criterion for the streamline fiber tracking
was the size of the mask of the ROIs used for tracking. This
leads to fiber tracts running over longer distances than the
real underlying tissue and therefore to fiber pathways that
represent only the overall fiber direction of the underlying
tissue rather than real intracortical connections. Similarly,
with a minimum length setting for fiber tracts short-distance
connections cannot be discovered. Furthermore, as can be
seen from the fiber tracts, the method does not allow fiber
tracts to split up into different directions as has been demon-
strated for many spiny stellate neurons or pyramidal neurons
throughout the whole cortex (Rockland 1994). As is known
from histology, there are tangential connections throughout
all cortical layers. However, in parts where they do not con-
tribute strongly to the tangential diffusion component they
remain unnoticed in the fiber tracking results.

Conclusion

The good agreement between dMRI and histological data
suggests that this method, within some limits concerning
spatial resolution compared with histological data, can
provide valuable information about the orientational structure
within the visual cortex. Because data are acquired in 3 di-
mensions in entire tissue blocks, they provide more powerful
insights into any possible structured ordering among fiber
tracts ex vivo. As regards the primary visual cortex, we ob-
served a highly ordered structure within the superficial
lamina, which also allowed us for the first time to follow
using dMRI the intracortical fiber pathways that do not pass
through the WM.

The functional role of this striking anatomical organization
remains poorly understood. The high OP within Exner’s
stripe may be associated with the high density of feedback

projections between V1 and V2, intrastriatal axonal and den-
dritic connections. Similar studies including adjacent cortical
areas such as V1 and V2 may allow the tracking of intracorti-
cal fiber pathways between different Brodmann areas that do
not enter the WM.
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